Uncle Barts
Quirky speakeasy-style cocktail bar inspired by fictional American Gangster, Uncle Barts.
Fancy a drink? There was a time when that phrase alone had some very illegal connotations.
But, don’t think that meant everybody followed the rules.
In the times of prohibition, Chicago’s nightlife roared underground with top-secret clubs
(dubbed ‘speakeasies’) serving booze and good times only to those trusted with the
password. But what does Chicago have to do with London? That question has one answer:
Uncle Barts.
Quirky speakeasy-themed cocktail bar
Streetfighter turned right-hand man to Al Capone, Uncle Barts was not someone to mess
with. Leaving his Chicago life behind him with a tip of his hat and a Cheshire cat smile, Barts
fled the police and his life in America for good.
Luckily for London’s night owls, however, Uncle Barts brought his Speakeasy antics with him
across the Atlantic. And so continues his bootlegging legacy, with a less felonious but just as
enticing cocktail bar hidden in the Chelsea Cloisters building on Sloane Avenue.
Nowadays, a booking at Uncle Barts is all you need to acquire the password.
‘Illicit’ Cocktails and ‘Swiped’ Snacks
Uncle Barts’ cocktails might be outside the law, but that doesn’t mean they skimp on quality.
Every drink made by the ‘shady associates’ (bartenders) of Uncle Barts looks fancifully
unique and tastes incredible.
Not only does Uncle Barts deviously supply prohibited drinks, but they have also partnered
with Gaucho to bring top-notch eats alongside. For the foodies and the night owls alike,
drinks and nibbles has just got a whole lot quirkier.
Don’t want to drink? Uncle Barts’ shady associates will help you remain a law-abiding citizen
with non-alcoholic versions of the menu’s cocktails. As if that isn’t enough, they also create
exclusive mocktails using non-alcoholic spirit range, Seedlip.
Uncle Barts - a secret worth keeping
Whatever your plans for the night, Uncle Barts is guaranteed to add an element of
eccentricity and - for your guests - surprise! Enhance the fun by keeping Uncle Bart's secret
until the moment you arrive.
Feeling swanky? Hire the entire place for a night of felonious fun all to yourself! Whoever
you choose to share the space with is sure to be impressed with the instaworthy affair that is
Uncle Barts - just make sure you trust them not to bring the Old Bill!

